ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Internet is becoming immeasurably popular all across the globe. With the ever increasing dependence on the Internet, the traffic on the World Wide Web has increased at an explosive rate [12] . In such a situation, there is a heavy pressure on web server in terms of performance, scalability and availability of web services. When number of requests increase from a particular site the response time from that website also increases, it"s really important to properly handle the slow response time problem otherwise clients will get frustrated and will either refuse connection or will never visit that web site again. A website can handle slow response problem in variety of ways: by increasing server bandwidth (which is not feasible every time), using web proxy caching or mirror websites, answering only text and making use of monolithic or cluster web server. Among various solutions available to solve this slow response problem, cluster web server (when single domain name is served by more than one computer) is the best option.The most important concern of this strategy is to handle incoming load dynamically between all working units. Figure 1 . End user or web client request (Domain Name) is directed to host sever through DNS. DNS stores IP address corresponding to Domain Names.
Handling load dynamically is a very big challenge but degree of challenge magnifies when we are working with cluster technology.
In this study, we propose load balancing technique framework which consists of a single control server and multiple heterogeneous clusters. Related work is reviewed in section-2. Section-3, formulates a problem in currently running strategies. Section-4, defines framework for new load balancing strategy for web server load balancing. Section-5 illustrates the example. Section-6 explains algorithm and section-7 presents analysis of the proposed framework. Balancing) scheme for minimizing the average completion time of application running in parallel and improve the utilization of nodes. In proposed scheme instead of migrating the process for load balancing between clusters, they split the entire process into job and then balance the load. In order to achieve their target they will make use of MA (Mobile agent) to distribute load among nodes in a cluster. 
RELATED WORK

PROBLEM FORMULATION
The web servers of popular websites often need to be based on distributed or parallel architecture while preserving a virtual single interface. This will result into small latency time and less burden on each server. Different websites use different strategies to distribute load among web servers but most of the schemes concentrate on only one factor that is number of requests, but none of the schemes consider the point that:
-Different type of requests will require different level of processing efforts to answer.
-Status record of all the web servers that are associated with one domain name must be considered.
-Mechanism to handle a situation when one of the servers is not working. -Server controller will build 'C' clusters on the basis of Memory and CPU requirements.
SYSTEM MODEL / FRAMEWORK OF PROPOSED SCHEME
-It will keep a record of status of all the machines (web server and clusters)
-When one of the web servers is not working, controller can monitor the faulty system.
-Uneven load distribution can be balanced within the cluster or between the clusters.
-It will work only for non executable jobs where none of the job can transfer between clusters during execution.
In this research, we have considered a model 'X' where 'N' (Heterogeneous) web servers form 'M'
clusters and a Server Controller 'S' manages and regulates these 'M' clusters. Every cluster is internally maintained and regulated by a controller 'C'. These Cluster server 'C' and Controller server 'S' are responsible to distribute load and regulate centralized load balancing scheme within cluster and among the clusters respectively. To perform such activities they have to keep a record of assigned load, capabilities, processing speed and many more parameters with the help of: Review matrix, Ability Matrix and Load Matrix.
Review Matrix:
This matrix is maintained within the Central Server Controller "S" and within all
Clusters "C" which maintains the load conditions of every cluster and of every web server respectively at a particular point of time. It is the responsibility of every node (either cluster or web server) to update their Load status after every t! (t! is the fraction of seconds decided by "S"). With this Load
Matrix Server "S" can make out whether the system is in load balanced state or it needs some load sharing between clusters. Similarly, Cluster "C" can also decide about balanced or unbalanced state of web servers and can take actions accordingly.
Ability Matrix: This matrix is maintained by Server Controller 'S' and Cluster Server 'C'. Cluster Ability Matrix consists of information (Mac_Name, CPU speed, and Primary and Secondary memory details) about web servers that belong to that particular cluster. For Server controller Server Ability
Matrix records information about cluster with a difference that server controller doesn"t write exact value but ranges like: cluster1 consist of machines where CPU range can vary from 5000 to 10000 GHZ and so on for all other parameters. "Server Ability Matrix" and "Cluster Ability This matrix also helps in identifying dead machines, after every 2*T! (T! is the fraction of seconds decided by 'S') Load matrix is compared with Ability Matrix of Cluster "Cluster Ability Matrix", any web server entry that is available in "Cluster Ability Matrix" and no updates is received in last two update cycle then that machine is considered as dead machine or is assumed that some technical fault is there in that web server. Then Cluster Server 'C' check Load matrix to find status of job (if any), that is assigned to dead machine, so that same job can be transferred to any other machine that is capable enough to process it. 
Working of Proposed System
With a view to implement above model, two strategies are defined:
-Job Assignment Strategy -Load Balancing Strategy
1) Job Assignment Strategy
When a new http request jig is allocated to the system, it will be acknowledged by server controller 'S'. Server controller will be responsible for distributing the load by effectively routing the userrequests over a clustered system. Server controller 'S' does the following tasks:
Searches Ability Matrix to find the cluster that can process the current job with best use of available resources.
jig is transferred to the selected cluster.
Then Cluster Servers 'C' acknowledges the job receipt and searches (Ability Matrix) to find suitable web Server for executing in hand job.
IP address of the web server is communicated to the client through 'C' (cluster server) and 'S'
Server Controller for further communication between client and web server. When a new job is presented to the system the same process is repeated.
2) Load Balancing Strategy
Apart from being an allocator, the next important role of 'S' and 'C' is to act as load balancer in the system. As a load balancer, they have to ensure a load balanced condition with in the cluster by two ways:
-Load balancing with-in cluster -Load balancing between clusters
Load balancing with-in cluster
In this scheme, load distribution activity is initiated by the cluster server and proceeds with following actions:
 After every T! 'C' checks the Load matrix to find any uneven load condition then try balancing work among all available web servers.
 'C' also checks for dead machine if any one and in Case one such machine is found then dead machine jobs are distributed among working machines.
 If none of the present cluster machines are able to share load, then the situation is updated to 'S' Server Controller.
Load Balancing between clusters
In this scheme, load distribution activity is initiated by the Server Controller 'S' and proceeds with the following actions:
 After every T! 'S' checks Load matrix to identify any uneven work situation, ensures that load receiving cluster is able to process to the job the respective jobs and then balances the job allocations between clusters.
In both the Cases, information is updated in the Load Matrix of Cluster and Server Controller.
MATRIX FOR ALGORITHM
This section provides the example of the above proposed algorithm. Various matrixes are taken into consideration for evaluating the performance of proposed approach. As an example, seven jobs are being taken which will be distributed among two clusters with three web servers each. These are as follows: 
Job Requirements Matrix
Ability Matrix of Clusters
Cluster Ability Matrix consists of information (memory and Processing_speed) about web servers that belong to that particular cluster. Table 2 shows the ability matrix for Cluster 1 and Cluster 2. Thus, WS1.1 is able to execute a job with memory requirement of 500 GB and processing speed of 60 MHz.
Similarly, WS2.1 can execute a job which requires 1200 memory and 50 processing_speed and so on. Table 3 shows review matrix for Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 before jobs assignment. Since, no jobs are assigned to any web server; memory_left is same as their initial memory. Now, the seven jobs (shown in Table 1 ) have to be assigned among six web servers of Cluster 1 and 2. Table 4 shows the job assigned to all the web servers.
Review Matrix of Servers
As shown in table 1, J1 requires 1500 memory and 80 processing speed. Firstly, the ability matrix of Cluster 1 is checked, but Cluster 1 memory range is in between 1 and 1000. So, the request will come to Cluster 2 and it will be fulfilled by WS2.3 (which is satisfying both memory and processing requirements). WS2.3 still has 300 memory left. Also the status is updated every time. Similarly, J2, J3, J4 and J5 jobs will also be assigned to WS1.1, WS1.3, WS2.1, and WS1.2 respectively. The next job i.e. J6 (with 700 of memory and 60 of speed is required), can be fulfilled by WS1.2 but this web server has only 100 GB of memory left. Thus the job will be left with memory of -600 and its load will be uneven. Similarly, when J7 will be assigned to WS1.1, its status will become uneven. 
Review Matrix after Load Balancing
As illustrated in our proposed approach, the algorithm will not only work as a job allocator but also as a load balancer. After every t! Second, the matrix will be checked and if there is any uneven load, it will be balanced among the other web servers. Balancing can be done within the cluster as well as between the clusters.
As seen in Table 4 , the load status of WS1.1 and WS1.2 become uneven. In Cluster 1, only WS1.3 has even load status but there is no memory left for execution. If J6 or J7 will be assigned to it, this web server will become uneven. Thus load balancer will search for web server in Cluster 2. There is WS2.2 which is free and no job is being assigned to it. It can fulfill the requirements of both J6 and J7. Both the jobs will be assigned to it and thus load status of each web server will become EVEN. The resultant matrix is shown in Table 5 . 
ALGORITHMS FOR PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we define an algorithm for assignment and load balancing for above proposed approach.
Assignment Algorithm
This algorithm shows how a job is assigned within a cluster. There are three matrixes shown; Job matrix shows the list of jobs with their memory and processing speed requirement, ability matrix lists the server"s memory and processing speed capabilities. Let there be n web servers WS in this cluster each with different memory and processing speed. This is maintained in the review matrix to see how many jobs have been assigned. Now let there be a pool of m jobs for this particular cluster. The following algorithm also defines how a job is assigned to various cluster or web servers. In this algorithm, there are two functions defined namely sort_servers ( ) and assignment ( ).
Sort_servers ( ) sorts all the web servers within a cluster on the basis of its memory and processing speed. Assignment (A, J) assigns the job to the web servers. It first checks the cluster range and with in cluster it will search for the web server to which job can be assigned. 
Load Balancing Algorithm
The following algorithm will show the load balancing by making use of review matrix and load matrix. This algorithm will consist of three functions namely sort ( ), load_balance ( ) and balance ( ) 
ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
This section illustrates the analysis of the above proposed algorithms.
To analyze the algorithms, let there be "k" jobs, "n" number of clusters and "m" number of web servers. For 'n' clusters, the time complexity = T (nm 2 /2).
Analysis for Assignment Algorithm
In this algorithm, the job is to be assigned to the web server which will match the memory and processing speed requirements of the job. 
Analysis for Load Balancing Algorithm
For Load balancing, first we sort all the web servers in each cluster on the basis of their memory left.
Then, for balancing we check the status of the web server. If it is uneven, the load can be assigned to some other web server within the same cluster. If the web servers in the particular cluster are not able to take that load, it"s passed on to the next cluster where it can be handled.
Load Balancing
For every cluster there will be "m" steps to check the status of each web server and there are "n" such clusters. If the web servers are balanced then there is no need of further processing and the complexity remains T(nm).
Load Balancing Within a Cluster
But if there are unbalanced nodes in the cluster then for every unbalanced nodes "j" there will be (m-j) comparisons within the same cluster. 
Load Balancing among Clusters
If the load cannot be balanced within the same cluster then it is carried to another cluster. We make the comparisons there to get the best suitable web server that can handle the request.
So there are (n-i) clusters that can process a particular job as clusters are also arranged in ascending order of their memory limits. So, there will be at most (n-i)m comparisons in the worst case scenario. 
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
A fundamental merit of the proposed algorithm is its ability to trace dead machines. Further it has capability to divide and distribute web request on the basis of processing power involved. Our future work will focus on java implementation of this proposed algorithm and prove through simulation that this framework works well with heterogeneous web servers where incoming load is high and response is given within few seconds without any bottleneck.
One limitation left behind is suppose the main server controller fails then whole system will halt down. Because all requests are going through main server controller and if this server is unable to pass on the http request, framework will be shut down.
